RESOURCE GUIDE

NACD’s Triangle Chapter thanks you for attending our Leading from the Boardroom – The Diversity Imperative event. Following is a collection of resources to further your education and research relative to diversity, equity and inclusion. Included are links to assets from NACD along with content from our partners and sponsor organizations. Should you be interested in learning more from NACD, please visit our website at www.nacdonline.org.

BOARD BEST PRACTICES

Learn recent best practices and key diversity, equity & inclusion topics every sitting board director should have top-of-mind.

- The Diverse Board – Moving from Interest to Action [NACD]
- The Inclusion Imperative for Boards - Redefining Board Responsibilities to Support Organizational Inclusion [Deloitte]
- Building the Boardroom of Tomorrow – How to Improve Collaboration, Governance and Decision-Making, and Achieve an Entirely New Level of Effectiveness [Nasdaq & Stanton Chase]
- Board Inclusion Framework – Enabling Boards to Govern Inclusively [NACD & Deloitte]
- Board Oversight of Diversity, Equity and to Combat Racism – An NACD Member Exclusive Report [NACD]
- Achieving Excellence in a New Era of Corporate Governance [Nasdaq]
- Is Your Board Future-ready? The Expertise You’ll Need [Nasdaq & Stanton Chase]
- The 2021 Boardroom Agenda [Deloitte]
- What Boards Should Know About D&O Diversity Claims [Fox Rothschild]
- Improving Board Diversity to Navigate Emerging Liability for Social Issues [Fox Rothschild]
- Company Culture Hinges on Diverse and Inclusive Leadership [Stanton Chase]
- Boards and Cybersecurity – The Impact of Diversity [Nasdaq & Stanton Chase]

RECRUITING & RETENTION INSIGHTS

Are you a member of a Nominating & Governance Committee? These recruiting and retention resources will help you navigate human capital management practices.

- Looking Beyond Titles When Recruiting Directors [NACD]
- Hiring for Diversity – A Different Approach that Works [Stanton Chase]
- It’s Time to Rethink Diversity and Inclusion Recruitment [Stanton Chase]
- Key Components Necessary for Successful Diversity and Inclusion Retention Programs [Stanton Chase]
INDUSTRY NEWS & MARKET RESEARCH

Explore recent market research reports, white papers and industry news focused on diversity, equity & inclusion.

- **Board Practices Quarterly: Diversity, Equity and Inclusion** [Deloitte & The Society For Corporate Governance]
- **Nasdaq Pushes for Diversity in the Boardroom** [New York Times]
- **Race in the Boardroom – A Black Paper** [UNC DDI]
- **The Positive Feedback Loop of Gender Diversity** [Stanton Chase]
- **The Real Reason Diversity is Lacking at the Top** [BCG]
- **How this Top Executive Drives Diversity and Inclusion Worldwide** [Stanton Chase]

DEI RESOURCES

For sitting and aspiring board directors, leverage these useful resources to become a more effective and inclusive leader.

- **Diversity and Inclusion Resource Center** [NACD]
- **Key Questions to Advance Racial Equity in Business Practices** [NACD]
- **Why, What and How to Communicate Around Diversity, Equity and Inclusion** [NACD]
- **What Companies are Looking for in their Board Directors** [Deloitte]
- **How to be an Inclusive Leader – Thriving in a Diverse New World** [Deloitte]
- **Measuring the Effectiveness of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion** [The Diversity Movement]
- **Say This, Not That – Activating Workplace Diversity Through Inclusive Language** [The Diversity Movement]
- **An Introduction to The Director Diversity Initiative** [UNC DDI]
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